To be more specific, we determine, among others, the intersection ring of natural compactifications of the following families of plane curves of degree d : curves with an ordinary multiple point of multiplicity m > 1 and no other singularity (section 1; the compactification is denoted Xd,m); curves with an ordinary cusp and no other singularity (section 2; the compatification is X^^); and curves with two ordinary nodes and no other singularity (section 3; the compactification is X^0^). The compactifications we consider are projective bundles over varieties naturally related to the corresponding problem (for example, the point-line incidence correspondence for the cuspidal curves) and the determination of the intersection ring relies on the construction and geometric interpretation of explicit resolutions of the vector bundles involved (incidentally, in a remark at the end of section 2 we point out a bug concerning Pic^0 11^) that slipped into Miret-Xambo [6] ). The baring of these varieties on the Severi variety Vd,i is, roughly speaking, that Xd^ is a compactification of V^i with boundary divisors X^P and X^°^. This fact, and the knowledge of the rational equivalence of all the objects involved, allows us to calculate Pic(V^i).
Notations. -The term variety will be used to mean an algebraic variety defined over a fixed algebraically closed ground field k and a morphism of varieties is a Jc-morphism.
If /: X -> X' is a morphism of varieties and E' is a vector bundle on X', we shall write f*E' to denote the pull-back of E' with respect to the map /. If / is clear from the context, we shall also write E'\X. In particular, if X is a variety and W is a vector space (which we will regard as a vector bundle on Speck), the trivial vector bundle on X whose fiber is W is the pull-back W\X to X of W with respect to the constant map X-^Spec(Jc).
In the sequel we take V to denote a vector space of dimension 3 over an algebraically closed field Jc, P 2 = P(Y) the projective plane associated to V and P 
Dualizing we get an exact sequence
Qri is the space of linear forms w € V* that vanish on (i;), that is, such that w(?;) = 0. Thus we see that P(Q*) is embedded in P(V*|P 2 ) = P 2 xP 2 * in such a way that the fiber of P(Q*) over [v} € P 2 is identified with the pencil of lines through [v}. In what follows we shall write h = ci(0p2(l)) = -ci(L). The exact sequences above give us that c(Q) = (1 -h)~1 = l+fa+/i 2 and c(0*)=l-/i+fa 2 .
In order to simplify the appearance of some expressions that will be needed often, for any positive integer m we set
Plane curves with a distinguished multiple point.
We study the variety whose closed points parameterize (point) plane curves of degree d >, 3 with a distinguished multiple point of multiplicity m > 0. Here we consider any m, even though in later Sections we will be concerned only with the case m = 2, both because the case m = 3 is needed, in part, in the proof of 9, and also for future reference. 2 ) == P^ x P 2 , Xd,m is the incidence subvariety of P^ x P 2 whose closed points are pairs (/, a) such that a € P 2 is a point of multiplicity at least m for the plane point curve / C P^. Thus the fiber over a of the projection TT : Xd,m -^ P 2 (that is, the restriction to Xd,m of the projection P^ x P 2 -> P 2 ) is naturally isomorphic to the (7V-ci(m))-dimensional linear system of plane curves of degree d for which a is a multiple point of multiplicity at least m.
Let
gd-m-ly^ ^ ^2Q* ^ 5^-lQ* ^ ^-^V* 0 5^Q* be the unique map such that
be the unique map such that y?0^ \-^ (p^. If there is no danger of confusion we shall write simply a to denote any of the "alternating maps" o^yn and f3 to denote any of the "product maps" f3d,m' Notice that from the definitions it follows that a maps ^S'^" Proof. -From the definitions of a and /? it is clear that f3a = 0. To see that a is injective, it is enough to establish this property for the fiber map over an arbitrary point a. Given the point a, choose projective coordinates [x^.x^.x^} so that a = [1,0,0]. Thus xo,x^,x^ is a basis of V* and a*i, a-2 a basis of (%• Take an element
1=1
If a($) = 0, then we must have ^i = 0 (hence ^o = 0), $ia;i -$0^2 == 0 (hence $1 =0), and so on. This shows that ker(a) = 0.
To end the proof it is now enough to show that the difference of the ranks of the middle and left bundles is equal to N + 1 -ci(m). But this can be checked with a straightforward computation.
The two lemmas that come next about Chern classes will be used below to determine the total Chern class of E^m'
Proof. -Let s and t be the roots of Q*. From the exact sequence (2) it follows that c(Q*) = (1 + ciL*)-
The roots of S^Q* are is + (m -i)t, 0 < i < m (Fulton [3] , Ex. 3.2.6), and so c^m0*=f;^.+(m-^)t=( m^l )(.+t)=-( m^l ),.
Similarly we have that
where we set pm = E ^' and Qm = E (^ + J')-Now ^ is ea^y to and hence we see that pm and Qm are polynomials of degree 4 in m (for non-negative integers m). Since the proposed coefficient of h 2 (let it be km) is also a polynomial of degree 4 in m, to end the proof it is enough to see that km and -3pm + ^Qm have the same value for 0 < m < 4, which is indeed the case and easy to check. Alternatively, it is straightforward to obtain the expression mqm -3pm = m + 4 ( )+^( o )~*~^( A ) anct o check that this coincides with km-
Proof. -We first calculate the Chern classes of A 2^* 0 S^-^Q" :
From this calculation it follows that
(6) PROPOSITION.
-The totaJ Chern class of Ed,m is given by
Proof. -According to the exact sequence (3),
where for simplicity we have written c\ and 02 instead of ci(m) and C2(m).
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The intersection ring of Xd,m' -The previous corollary allows us to describe explicitly the Chow ring of Xd,m- 
In particular Pic{Xd,m) is a ranic 2 free group generated by /z, h. Moreover, the following-relations hold :
Proof. -Given a line u in P 2 , the pullback of h = [u] e Pic(P 2 ) to Xd,m by the projection Xd,m -^ P 2 will be still denoted h. Since this projection is flat, h is the class of the pullback of u, that is, the class of the hypersurface whose points (/, a) satisfy a € u. Similarly, the pullback to Xd,m of the hyperplane class u. = ci(0pjv(l)) of P^ under the projection Xd,m -> ^N will still be denoted /^. Since the condition of going through a point is linear, fi is the class of the hypersurface whose points (/, a) satisfy that / goes through a given point. Moreover, ji coincides with the class Ci(Oxd,mW)^ by tne functoriality of the hyperplane class.
Now we know (see, for example, Fulton [3] , Ex. 8.3.4) that A*{Xdm) is isomorphic to
Since A*(P 2 ) = Z/(/i 3 ), the result follows.
We define X^ = Xd^' This variety contains the open set Vd,i whose points parameterize plane curves of degree d with one node and no other singularities. In the next two sections we introduce and study varietieŝ usp and ^m od . These will be used in section 4 to show that X^ -Vd,i
is the union of two codimension one irreducible subvarieties X^ and Xŵ hose generic points are plane curves of degree d that have, respectively, a cusp and two nodes as only singularities. Furthermore, X^ and X^ will in turn play a key role in the determination of Pic(V^i).
Cuspidal curves of degree d.
Let F = P(Q*) c P 2 x P 2 * be the flag variety, that is, the variety whose closed points are pairs (a,£) € P 2 x P 2 * with a e L Define ^u sp to be the subvector bundle of E^\F C S^V'I.F whose fiber over (a,^) e F is the linear subspace of 3 d V* consisting of those forms (p for which a is a cusp and £ is the cuspidal tangent. The rank of E^P is N -4. Then the fiber of ^u sp := P^^P) over (a, £) is canonically isomorphic to the linear system of curves of degree d that have a cusp at a whose cuspidal tangent is i (that is, a is a double point for / and H is a double tangent to / at a). 
where 0^(-2) ^ 5 2 0*|F is the natural inclusion map,
with Q* (g) (9^(-2) -^ 6 f3 Q* the map obtained by composing 1 0 % with the product map /3, and 6 = (-1 (g) 1 (g) z, a (g) 1).
Proof. -As explained before, TT is surjective, and from the definition it is clear that 6 is injective. Furthermore, it is straightforward to check that the sequence is a complex. If we now perform these substitutions in the first relation we get that
From these we get immediately that $1 = 0, $12 = 0 and $2 = -77 and so $ = <?(7y 0 x-t A a;2 (^ a;i).
Notice that the argument actually shows that ker(p) = Im(^). Finally it is easy to check that the alternating sum of the ranks of the bundles of the sequence in question is zero, which is enough to complete the proof.
In next proposition we determine the total Chern class of E^^. Notice that (7) yields, since Q* = £'1,1 and so F = Xi,i, that A^F = Pic(F) is rank 2 free group generated by c and ^, where now c and q are the pullbacks to F of the hyperplane classes of P 2 and P 2 *, respectively.
(9) PROPOSITION. -The total Chern class of E^^ is given by the following formula :
From the preceding proposition we get that cf^E^) can be written as follows :
Now the first fraction in this product is equal to
To find the value of the second fraction, define G = S^^* / Ed-2 i, so that we have the exact sequence
Then it is clear that the second fraction is equal to
From this our formula follows readily.
In the following we shall write ^u sp = P^8
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). Thus the points of X^P may be thought as triples (/, a, £) such that / is a plane curve of degree d having a cusp at the point a with cuspidal tangent £.
The intersection ring ofX^. -The pullbacks of the classes c and q on F to X^^ will be denoted c and q, respectively. Thus c and q are the classes of the hypersurfaces of triples (/,a,^) such that, respectively, a lies on a line and q goes through a point. On the other hand, the hyperplane class on X^^ will be denoted /^. It is easy to see that IJL is the class of the hypersurface of triples (/, a, £) such that the curve / goes through a given point.
(10) THEOREM. -The ring A 1 
'(X^1 SP ) is isomorphic to the quotient of the polynomial ring Z[/^, c, q} by the ideal
In particular, Pic^X^) is a rank 3 free group generated by /^, c, q.
Proof. -Let p, be the hyperplane class on X^P. Then
AW^) = A^FM/^^c^E^)^-4
where TT : ^u sp -^ p is the natural projection and the statement follows from the preceding proposition in a straighforward manner.
Proof. -The first relation is obtained from the fact that the curves of degree d that satisfy the condition c 2 q form a linear system. The remaining follow from the basic relation
and straighforward calculations.
Remark. -Let ^c usp be the variety of non-degenerate plane cuspidal cubics. Then we claim that Pic^0 11^) is an infinite cyclic group generated byc-q. This statement corrects the assertion in Miret-Xambo [5] , Theorem 1.3 : the last sentence "and from this the claim follows" of the proof of that theorem is incorrect, for the argument up to that point only allows to conclude that there exists an exact sequence Z -> Pic^0 115^) -^ Z/(5) -^ 0, but not that this sequence is split. It is also to be remarked that this error affects no other statement in the quoted paper, for there Theorem 1.3 is used only in the last sentence of Remark 10.1.1, as a cross-checking, and this sentence is in fact correct, for it relies only on the correct part of the proof of Theorem 1.3. Now let us prove our claim. Let E' be the subbundle of S' 2 V^\F whose fiber over a point (a,^) is the vector subspace of S^V* consisting of forms that are tangent to t at a. Let E" = S 3 Q*\F C S^yiF. Then a = P(£" 0 0 ^(-1)) C ^u sp is the hypersurface whose generic point consists of a non-degenerate conic with a distinguished tangent, the contact point being the cusp and the tangent the cuspidal tangent, and r = P(^") is the hypersurface of ^u sp whose generic point is a triple of lines through a. With these notations it is easy to see that
X^-V^^aUr.
Now by (10) Substituting a and r in this relation by their expressions above in terms of /A, c and g, we would get a relation
which is impossible if n 7^ 0.
Binodal curves of degree d.
In this section we introduce a variety X^^ that parameterizes plane curves of degree d with an ordered pair of double points. In fact, J^1 11^ will be defined as a projective bundle over the variety G whose closed points are triples (a, 6, m) € (P 2 ) 2 x P 2 * such that a, b G m. We write M to denote the line bundle on G that is the pullback of Op2* (-1) To simplify notations we also make the convention to denote with the same symbol than any of the above maps the maps that it induces after tensoring by any bundle on the left and any other bundle on the right. For example, the map
is to be interpreted as the composition of the transposition isomorphism
with the map IM ^ 1.5' ab ^P- 
where ^ € ^S^V* and ^uj'{,uj'^^ e 5^-3^*. Since Next we apply the resolution above to calculate the total Chern class cW).
(^) = {xo <^XO^^Q-XO^XQ<S) XQUJ[ -XQ
(13) PROPOSITION. -The total Chern class of c^E^1^) is given by the following expression :
Proof. -From the resolution in the previous proposition we obtain :
Define Ra = Q^IM, Rb = Qt/M and Rab = Ra ^ Rb-From the exact sequence Finally c(M (g) 5^-^*) and c(J?a6 ^ (5 fd -2 y*/M 0 5' d -3 y*)) can be evaluated, the latter using the fact that Rab is a line bundle (see Fulton [3] , Example 3.2.2). Putting everything together yields the stated formula.
The intersection ring ofX^1
8^. -We are going to study on the variety j^»isec ^ p^^1 63^) the following conditions : the characteristic condition â nd the conditions a, b and m (for example, and as usual, a denotes the condition that the point a of a quadruple (/, a, &, m) 6 X^0 lies on a line). Moreover, we use similar conventions to those explained before Proposition (12) to simplify notations. Indeed, the kernel of (j) is M^l/ab^S^^Y* and this bundle coincides with the rightmost non-zero term of M 0 (*) 0 S^^V*, so that our sequence is just the result of splicing together this last sequence with the sequence 0 -^ M^Uab^S^V -^ Uab^S^V -^ Uab^S^V'lM^S^V^ -^ 0.
Finally, the last displayed exact sequence allows us to evaluate the fraction in the expression of c^^1 110^ and hence we obtain By definition, Ua = S 2 Q^/M (g) Q^, and so, using previous formulas, c(Ua) == 1 + 2m -2a and c(Uab) = 1 + 4m -2a -Ib. Using this, and the fact that (^(-E 1^18^) is already known, the proposition follows by a staight forward computation.
The intersection ring ofX^0^. -We shall set X^°^ to denote the projective bundle P^1
110^. Thus X^°^ is smooth and has dimension
